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Description

It always tries to move $DST/disk.vmdk. Should be better of checking that $DST is indeed a directory.

Associated revisions

Revision 27877254 - 01/09/2013 03:32 PM - Tino Vázquez

Bug #1721: Add extra check, if $DST is not directory, prevent renaming

Revision a1f86667 - 04/15/2013 03:18 PM - Tino Vázquez

Bug #1721: Add extra check, if $DST is not directory, prevent renaming
(cherry picked from commit 27877254f1ef646de0a4050898b3bd2a09159cac)

Conflicts:

src/datastore_mad/remotes/vmware/cp

History

#1 - 01/09/2013 03:34 PM - OpenNebula Systems Support Team
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Tino Vázquez
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- Resolution set to fixed